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ON Tt 3 OF A FINITE ZZ-SPACE

BY

I. R. HUBBUCK AND R. KANE

ABSTRACT.   The third homotopy group of a finite //-space is shown to have

no torsion.

1. Our primary objective is to establish the truth of the conjecture that

the third homotopy group of a finite ZZ-space is torsion free. A (finite) ZZ-space

is a pointed topological space X which has the homotopy type of a connected

(finite) CW-complex, together with a base point preserving map p: X x X —*■ X

with two sided homotopy unit. The universal covering space of a finite ZZ-space

is a finite ZZ-space and so there is no loss of generality in assuming that X is

simply connected. We investigate the Z2 = Z/2Z cohomology rings of such

spaces. Recall that the Cartan formula for the Steenrod squares implies that Sq':

H"{ , Z2) —*■ H"+l{ , Z2) induces a homomorphism of the indecomposable quo-

tient modules Sqf: Q"{H*{ , Z2)} -* Q"+i{H*{ , Z2)}.

Theorem 1.1. Let X be simply connected and a finite H-space.  Then

Sq2: Q4n~2{H*{X, Z2)} -* Q4"{H*{X, Z2)} is surjective for n>0.

For such an ZZ-space, H^X, Z) as jr,{X) = 0, H2{X, Z) s n2{X) = 0 [1]

and so H2{X, Z2) = 0. Thus H2{X, Z2) = 0 and Theorem 1.1 implies that

H*{X, Z2) = Q*{H*{X, Z2)} = 0.  It follows that H*{X, Z) has no 2-torsion

and so neither has n3{X) = H3{X, Z).

The fact that ir3{X) has no p-torsion for odd p is known.  A result analo-

gous to Theorem 1.2 for odd primes p from which this can be deduced is as

follows.

Let X be a finite ZZ-space. Then
(1.2) Pi: Q2"-^p-lHH*{X, Zp)}-+Q2"{H*{X, Zp)}

is surjective if n ¥= 1 mod p.

THis can be proved from Theorem 0.2 of [11] and the Adem relations in the

mod p Steenrod algebra and motivates Theorem 1.1. Indeed our proof of Theo-
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rem 1.1 uses the methods of [11] although (1.2) itself can be proved by rather

more elementary arguments.  Thus we have

Corollary 1.3.   Let Xbea finite H-space.  Then 7T3LY) is a finitely gener-

ated free abelian group.

It is known that the rank of ir3iX) is not zero if X is a (noncontractible)

strictly associative finite //"-space [4].(') In fact the only known examples of a

simply connected finite //-space with tt3(X) = 0 occur when X is a product of

seven spheres. Much of the interest in Corollary 1.3 (and less directly Theorem

1.1) lies in its relationship to the loop space conjecture, that is, the conjecture

that the homology of the loop space of a simply connected finite //"-space is tor-

sion free. We have shown that H2iSlX, Z) = 7r2(ilY) = tt3ÍX) is torsion free.

2. Let X be an //"-space with multiplication p. The ring H*iX, Z2) has a

natural structure as a Hopf algebra over the mod 2 Steenrod algebra. We denote

the comultiplication by ju* and the reduced comultiplication v. H*iX, Z2) —►

H*iX, Z2) ®H*iX, Z2) is the linear map defined by vx = p*x - x ® 1 - 1 ® x.

All Hopf algebras considered in this paper will be graded, connected, of finite

type and either associative and commutative like H*iX, Z2) or coassociative and

cocommutative like HJiX, Z2). If B C H*iX, Z2) is a sub-Hopf algebra over

A(2), then the quotient H*iX, Z2)l/B is also a Hopf algebra over A(2). However

higher order cohomology operations do not pass to quotient modules in as simple

a manner.  Zabrodsky has developed in [11] a technique which sometimes en-

ables one to overcome this difficulty.

Let Fq_x be the A(2) subalgebra of H* =H*iX, Z2) generated by 2/<í? H*.

It is a sub-Hopf algebra ofH* and so G   x = H*IIF   x is also a Hopf algebra

over A(2). We write p* and v for the induced comultiplication and reduced

comultiplication and similarly we shall use the same symbol to denote an element

of a module and its image in a quotient module, where this does not cause confu-

sion. The symbol Q for the indecomposable quotient module of an algebra will

be used in a functorial manner.

Theorem 2.1. Let

i*) Sq2" + 1=ZflA

be a relation in A(2). Suppose that we are given xEH2n representing x E

Q2nH* where x E QFq but x $ QFq_x such that

(2.2) biXEFq_x-Fq_x.

(^The proof of Corollary 1.3 announced in [4] when X is a strictly associative H-

space was later withdrawn.
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Then there exists y E H4" given by a "secondary operation"associated with {*)

defined on x such that in QGq_l ® QPq_xvy =x®x + c where cEI, Imageax.

This theorem is a 2-primary analogue of Theorem 0.1 of [11] and we

refer to this for further details. To be more precise, we follow the proof of

Theorem 0.1 given in [11].  §2 needs no alteration.  Hypothesis (2.2) enables

us to omit Lemma 3.1 (temporarily) and Lemma 3.2 is true for p = 2 by an

argument similar to that given there for odd primes. The proof of Theorem 2.1

is completed as in §4 of [11]. (The authors are grateful to J. Stasheff for show-

ing to them, while work was in progress on this paper, a preliminary version of

a Princeton doctoral thesis by J. Lin. This includes a detailed exposition of

results similar to those of [11] at the prime 2. The main theorem is closely re-

lated to Theorem 2.1 and from it Lin deduces that ir3{X) has no higher 2-torsion

when X is a finite ZZ-space.) We use Theorem 2.1 to prove Proposition 2.3.

Theorem 1.1 is a corollary of this.

Proposition 23. Let X be a finite H-space. Then Sq2 : Q4"~2H* —►

Q4nH* is surjective for n > 1.

The proof proceeds by induction as n decreases. Assume that the result

is true for n > m where m> 1. We apply Theorem 2.1 when (*) is the rela-

tion Sq4m + 1 = (Sq4m)(Sq1) + (Sq2Sq1)(Sq2Sq4m-4).

Let x E Q4mH* and define q by x E QFq, x £ QFq_l. We assume now

and establish later that we can find x E H4m representing x E Q4mH* such that

(2.4) SqlxeFq_x-Fq_x,

(2-5) Sq2Sq4'"-SGF(7_1 -Fq_x.

Theorem 2.1 implies the existence of y E H8m such that

(2.6) vy=x®x + Sq2Sq1'Z,ii®v + 0   in QGq_x $ QGq_x.

We now state some results derived from the Bockstein spectral sequence

which enable us to show that (2.6) implies the inductive step in the proof. The

first is well known.

(2.7) Sq1 : Q™nH* -*■ QQddH*   is zero.

This is part of Lemma 4.5 of [2]. A second result which is also closely con-

nected with this lemma is

Lemma 2.8.  Let u E Q2kH*. Then we can represent ubyvEH2k such

that in QH* ® QH*,
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(2.9) vv G QevenH* ® QevenH*.

Proof.  Let w be any representative in//*2* for «.  Suppose that we have

chosen a basis for QH* and thus a basis for QH* ® ß//*.  It is clearly sufficient

to show that if x and y are odd dimensional members of the basis and we pro-

ject vw into QH* ® QH*, then x ® v occurs only if y ® jc occurs and x ® *

never occurs, for we can replace w by w - x' y where x' and y are any two

representatives in H* for x and v. Choose a basis for PHjJC, Z2), the submod-

ule of primitive elements of H*iX, Z2), dual to that chosen for QH*. If £ and

Tj are. dual to x and y we know that "ft = 77Î; and £2 = 0 [8, Lemma 2.3]. This

is precisely what is required.

We return to the proof of Proposition 2.3 and (2.6). We can find z G

#8m-2 satisfying (2.9) such that Sq2(z) = y + w where w is decomposable.

If v is indecomposable, this follows from the induction hypothesis and Lemma

2.8.  If y is decomposable, simply let w = y and z = 0. Then (2.6) becomes

(2.10) vw + Sq2vz = x®x + Z Sq2a ®i+Sc® Sq2d

in QG _, ® QGq_x, using the Cartan formulaand theAdem relation Sq'Sq1 =

0. If x G Sq2Q4m~2H*, we have our result. Otherwise x $ Sq2Q4m~2Gq_x

and we can write Q4m~2Gq_x = V © W where V = Sq2Q4m~2Gq_x and x G

W. Taking components of (2.10) in W ® W and using (2.7) leads to the relation

2(ti ®i) + u®«) = x®x, where the left-hand side arises from vw. This is not

possible and so x G Sq2Q4m~2H* as required. It remains to establish (2.4) and

(2.5).

3. We shall use some elementary facts about Hopf algebras which we

state in two lemmas. A is an associative, commutative Hopf algebra, B a sub-

Hopf algebra and C a sub-Hopf algebra of B. We write 8 for the reduced co-

multiplication of A.

Lemma 3.1. (0 Let xE Abe such that dxEB®B. Then xEBif and

only ifx EB • A.

(ii) BlIC is a sub-Hopf algebra of AlIC ifhat is, the induced map BlIC —*■

AlIC is a monomorphism).

Let PiA) be the submodule of primitive elements of A and I2kiA) be the

Hopf ideal generated by elements of positive dimension less than 2k + 1.

Lemma 3.2.   (i) P2k+1iA) n I2kiA) = 0. (ii) P4k+\A) n I2kiA) = 0.

The proof of the first lemma depends upon considering the function /:

A —*■ B ®A/IB of [6, Theorem 4.4]. This is an isomorphism of right AHB
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comodules for part (i) and of left 5-modules and therefore of left C-modules for

part (ii). The second lemma is a simple exercise given a Borel decomposition of

A. In fact the first part is true since odd dimensional primitive elements are in-

decomposable.

4. We now choose a representative x E H4m for x E Q4mH* in Proposi-

tion 2.3.   Choose u E QqH* such that bu = x in QH* where b E A(2). Let

vEH* represent u and satisfy (2.9) if q is even.  Let x = bv in H4m. Then this

x also satisfies (2.9) by the Cartan formula, the Adem relation Sq'Sq2'- = Sq2r+1

and (2.7).  Also vx E Fq_t ® Fq_l.

The proof of (2.4). We show first that Sq1* E Fq_v We know that

^Sq1* £ F   j ® F(?_j and so by Lemma 3.1(0 it is sufficient to show that

Sq1 x E F    x • H*, or that Sq1* = 0 in G~_,. But Sq1* is primitive in G    x

and lies in Z4m(G(7_1) since it is decomposable by (2.7). Lemma 3.2(i) implies

that it is zero.

It remains to show that Sq1* is decomposable in Fq_x. Let K be the sub-

Hopf algebra of Fq_t generated by elements of dimension less than 4m + 1.

Lemma 3.1(h) implies that F   xßK —► H*IIK is mono.  Sq1* is primitive in these

Hopf algebras and lies in the ideal I4m{H*//K). Thus Sq1* is zero in H*//K by

Lemma 3.2(f) and therefore in F   ¿IK as required.

The proof of (2.5). Let Q2H* = H*fH* ■ H* • H*, so that p* induces

v: Q2H* -* QH* ® QH*. Notice that if v E Q\kH* satisfies (2.9), then Sq!ü

= 0 in Q2H*, again using (2.7).

Let z = Sq2Sq4m~4*. We choose w E H8"1-4 such that (a) w is decom-

posable, (b) Sq2w = z in <22ZZ* and (c) vw E QevenH* ® QevenH*. If

Sq4"1-4* is decomposable, we can take this element to be w, and so assume that

t = Sq4m_4* is indecomposable. Our induction hypothesis implies that there

exists an indecomposable v with Sq2u = t + w, where w is decomposable. If we

choose v satisfying (2.9), then w satisfies (c).  It remains to check (b). But Sq2w

= Sq2i + Sq2Sq2u = z + Sq1Sq2Sq1u and Sq1!; = 0 in Q2H*.

In Q2H*, w equals a product of even dimensional indécomposables by (c)

and dimensional reasoning. Therefore z = Sq2w in Q\m~2H* is also a product

of even dimensional indécomposables, again using (2.7) and the Cartan formula.

It follows for dimensional reasons that z E I^m-2{H*), the ideal in H* generated

by elements of dimension less than 4m - 1.

The proof that z E Fq_x • F    x is now similar to that which proved that

Sq1* E Fq_x • Fq_x except that we use Lemma 3.2(ii) in place of Lemma

3.2(i).

5. In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by showing that

H4{X, Z2) = 0. Let PX be the projective plane of the simply connected finite
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/T-space. A detailed study of the cohomology of PX has been made in [3]. In

particular it is shown that, for any coefficient group G, there exists an exact

sequence

-► H¡-2iX, G) -*■ W~\X A X, G) -*► H'iPX, G)
(5.1) j  ~. ,

We will use (5.1) with G = Z2 and G = Z.  In the case G = Z2,v is essentially

the reduced comultiplication defined previously and therefore Image / is the

submodule of primitive elements of H*iX, Z2). We have noted in §1 that

HliX, Z2) s H2iX, Z2) = 0 and so H\X A X, Z2) = 0 for i < 6. Thus/:

H'iPX, Z2) —> H'~liX, Z2) is an isomorphism for i < 7 and a monomorphism

for i - 7.

Assume for the moment that we have established that both of the follow-

ing homomorphisms are trivial:

(5.2) Sq1 : H*(]PX, Z2) -* H*iPX, Z2),

(53) Sq1 : H\PX, Z2) -> HSÇPX, Z2).

Let x G H4iX, Z2) and ju = x. Then

u2 = Sq5« = Sq4Sq1« + Sq2Sq1Sq2« = 0,

using (5.2) and (5.3) But "\(x ® x) = u2 (see [3, 3.3]) and so there exists

y E HsiX, Z2) with vy = x ® x. If x is nonzero, then y is indecomposable and

so, by Proposition 2.3, there exists z E H6iX, Z2) with Sq2z = y + w, where w

is decomposable.  But Lemma 2.8 implies that we can choose z to be primitive

and we obtain a contradiction by applying the comultiplication, unless x = 0.

Therefore to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, it remains to establish

that the homomorphisms (5.2) and (5.3) are zero. We prove that (5.3) is trivial;

a similar but simpler argument implies the same for (5.2). It is sufficient to

show that c: H7iPX, Z) —► HniPX, Z2) is surjective, where c is induced from

c:Z^>Z2, reduction mod 2. Let x GH7iPX, Z2). Then jx EH6iX, Z2) is

nonzero and primitive and so by [1, Theorem 6.13] is an integral class, say cy

= jx. We may assume that y is a torsion element. For H*iX, Z)/Torsion is an

exterior algebra on odd dimensional generators and so y = / + 2 «v, where t is

a torsion class and u and v are distinct (nontorsion) classes of H3iX, Z). Apply-

ing the comultiplication, we see that cy is primitive only if c(S uv) — 0. Now

H6iX A X, Z) is torsion free and so vy = 0. Thus by the exactness of (5.1)

with G =Z, there exists z G HniPX, Z) with jz = y. The homomorphism / is

induced from the inclusion SX —* PX and so commutes with c and / is a mo-

nomorphism in dimension 7.  Thus cz = x, as required.
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